
To appear in Proc. KDD-97A dataset decomposition approach todata mining and machine discoveryBla�z Zupan1, Marko Bohanec1, Ivan Bratko1;2, Bojan Cestnik3;11 Institute Jo�zef Stefan, Jamova 39, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia2 Faculty of computer and information science, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia3 Temida, d.o.o., Ljubljana, Sloveniablaz.zupan@ijs.si, marko.bohanec@ijs.si, ivan.bratko@fri.uni-lj.si, bojan.cestnik@ijs.siAbstractWe present a novel data mining approach basedon decomposition. In order to analyze a givendataset, the method decomposes it to a hierar-chy of smaller and less complex datasets that canbe analyzed independently. The method is ex-perimentally evaluated on a real-world housingloans allocation dataset, showing that the decom-position can (1) discover meaningful intermedi-ate concepts, (2) decompose a relatively complexdataset to datasets that are easy to analyze andcomprehend, and (3) derive a classi�er of highclassi�cation accuracy. We also show that hu-man interaction has a positive e�ect on both thecomprehensibility and classi�cation accuracy.IntroductionWhen dealing with a complex problem, a good strategyis to decompose it to less complex and more manage-able subproblems. This has an obvious parallel in dataanalysis: instead of analyzing a complete dataset, de-compose it to smaller, more manageable datasets thatcan be analyzed independently.In this paper, we propose a dataset decompositionapproach that is restricted to classi�cation datasetsthat de�ne a single target concept. Such datasets con-sist of instances (examples), each being described by aset of attributes and a class. Given an initial datasetof some target concept, the decomposition induces ade�nition of the target concept in terms of a hierarchyof intermediate concepts and their de�nitions.The dataset decomposition method is based on func-tion decomposition (Curtis 1962). Let a dataset EFwith attributes X = hx1; : : : ; xni and class variable ypartially represent a function y = F (X). The goalis to decompose this function into y = G(A;H(B)),where A and B are subsets of attributes, and A[B =X . Functions G and H are partially represented byCopyright c 1997, American Association for Arti�cial In-telligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

datasets EG and EH , respectively. The task is to de-termine EG and EH so that their complexity (deter-mined by some complexity measure) is lower than thatof EF , and so that EG and EH are consistent with EF .Such a decomposition also discovers a new intermedi-ate concept c = H(B). Since the decomposition canbe applied recursively on EG and EH , the result is ahierarchy of concepts.Central to each decomposition step is the selectionof a partition of attributes X to sets A and B. Wepropose a method that selects this partition so thatthe joint complexity of the resulting EG and EH isminimized. Although such decomposition can be com-pletely autonomous, the comprehensibility of the dis-covered concepts may be increased if the user is in-volved in partition selection. We refer to such an ap-proach as supervised decomposition.The decomposition aims at the discovery of (1)meaningful intermediate concepts, (2) useful concepthierarchy, and (3) small and manageable datasets thatdescribe each concept in the hierarchy. The result-ing datasets can be further analyzed independently,but due to reduced complexity, the analysis task is ex-pected to be easier than that for the original dataset.Single-step dataset decompositionThe core of the decomposition algorithm is a single-step decomposition which, given a dataset EF that par-tially speci�es a function y = F (X) and a partition ofattributes X to sets A and B denoted by AjB, decom-poses F into y = G(A; c) and c = H(B). This is doneby constructing the datasets EG and EH that partiallyspecify G and H , respectively. X is a set of attributesx1; : : : ; xm, and c is a new, intermediate concept. A iscalled a free set and B a bound set, such that A[B = Xand A \ B = ;. EG and EH are discovered in the de-composition process and are not prede�ned.Consider a dataset from Table 1 that partially de-scribes a function y = F (x1; x2; x3), where x1, x2, andx3 are attributes and y is the target concept. y, x1,



and x2 can take the values lo, med, hi; x3 can take thevalues lo, hi.Suppose the task is to derive the datasets EG andEH for the attribute partition AjB = hx1ijhx2; x3i.The dataset is �rst represented by a partition matrix,which is a tabular representation of the dataset EFwith all combinations of values of attributes in A as rowlabels and of B as column labels (Table 2). Partitionmatrix entries with no corresponding instance in EFare denoted with \-" and treated as don't-care.x1 x2 x3 ylo lo lo lolo lo hi lolo med lo lolo med hi medlo hi lo lolo hi hi himed med lo medmed hi lo medmed hi hi hihi lo lo hihi hi lo hiTable 1: Set of instances that partially describe thefunction y = F (x1; x2; x3).Each column in the partition matrix denotes the be-havior of F when the attributes in the bound set areconstant. Columns that exhibit the same behavior,i.e., have pairwise equal row entries or at least one rowentry is don't-care, are called compatible and can belabeled with the same value of c. The decompositionaims at deriving the new intermediate concept variablec with the smallest set of values, i.e., �nding the properlabeling of partition matrix columns using the small-est set of labels. The problem is formulated as a graphcoloring problem and solved by a polynomial heuristicmethod (Perkowski et al. 1995).x2 lo lo med med hi hix1 x3 lo hi lo hi lo hilo lo lo lo med lo himed - - med - med hihi hi - - - hi -c 1 1 1 2 1 3Table 2: Partition matrix with column labels (c) forthe partition hx1ijhx2; x3i and dataset from Table 1.From the labeled partition matrix, it is easy to derivenew datasets EG and EH . For EH , the attribute setis B. Each column in partition matrix provides an in-stance in dataset EH whose class equals to the columnlabel. EG is derived as follows. For any value of c andcombination of values of attributes in A, y = G(A; c) isdetermined by �nding an instance ei 2 EF in a corre-sponding row and in any column labeled with the value
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Figure 1: Decomposition of the dataset from Table 1.of c. If such an entry exists, an instance with attributeset A [ fcg and class y = F (ei) is included in EG.Figure 1 shows EG and EH of our example dataset.Note that the new datasets are less complex thanthe original one, and are furthermore much easierto interpret: c corresponds to MIN(x2; x3) and y toMAX(x1; c).Single-step decomposition can also detect redundantattributes. Let an initial set of attributes X be parti-tioned to B = hxji and A = X n hxji. If �(AjB) = 1,then the corresponding function c = H(xj) is constant,and xj can be removed from the dataset.Overall decomposition methodGiven a dataset EF that partially de�nes a functiony = F (X), where X = hx1; : : : ; xni, it is importantto identify an appropriate attribute partition AjB inthe single step decomposition. The partition selectioncan a�ect both the complexity and comprehensibilityof the resulting datasets. In (Zupan et al. 1997),the authors proposed di�erent partition selection mea-sures of which in this paper we mention and use onlythe simplest one: partition matrix column multiplicity�(AjB). Thus, the decomposition favors the partitionswhich yield the intermediate concepts with the small-est value sets. To limit the time complexity of themethod, only the partitions having a few attributes inthe bound set are considered by the algorithm.In this paper, we advocate for the interaction of theuser throughout the decomposition process. Given theinitial dataset, all candidate partitions are examinedand those with the best partition selection measureare presented to the user. The user selects the most



favorable partition, which is used for decomposition.To further engage the user, we let him decide whetherto decompose a dataset or leave it as it is. Becauseof user's involvement we refer to such a process to assupervised decomposition. Compared to unsuperviseddecomposition (Zupan et al. 1997), we expect a posi-tive e�ect on comprehensibility.The described method is implemented as a systemcalled HINT (Hierarchy INduction Tool). The systemruns on common UNIX platforms.Case study: housing loans allocationThe method was experimentally evaluated on a real-world dataset taken from a management decision sup-port system for allocating housing loans (Bohanec,Cestnik, & Rajkovi�c 1996). This system was devel-oped for the Housing Fund of the Republic of Sloveniaand used since 1991 in 13 oats of loans.In each oat, the basic problem is to allocate theavailable funds to applicants. Typically, there areseveral thousands of applicants and their requestedamount exceeds the available resources. Therefore, theapplicants must be ranked in a priority order in accor-dance with the criteria prescribed in the tender. Eachapplicant is ranked into one of �ve priority classes. Thecriteria include: applicant's housing conditions, cur-rent status, and his social and health conditions.The evaluation of loan priority is carried out by ahierarchical concept model (Figure 2). For each inter-nal concept in the structure, there is a decision rulethat determines the aggregation of concepts. Both thestructure and the rules were developed manually byexperts using a multi-attribute decision making shellDEX (Bohanec & Rajkovi�c 1990).For the evaluation of the decomposition method, wetook applicants' data from one of the oats carriedout in 1994. There were 1932 applicants in that oat.Each data record contained 12 two to �ve-valued at-tributes. Due to the discreteness of attributes, the 1932records provided 722 unique dataset instances. Theseinstances covered only 3.7% of the complete attributespace. Each instance was classi�ed using the origi-nal evaluation model and the resulting unstructureddataset was analyzed by the decomposition.First, the attributes were tested for redundancy. Theattributes cult hist and fin sources were found re-dundant and removed from the dataset. These twoattributes may a�ect the priority under some specialcircumstances, e.g., house is a cultural monument orthe applicant has granted additional �nancial sources.These were not present in the dataset.The resulting dataset was examined for decompo-sition. All possible partitions with bound sets of 2
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ownership suitabFigure 2: Original (top) and discovered (bottom) con-cept hierarchy for housing loans allocation.or 3 attributes were examined. From these, accord-ing to partition selection measure (column multiplic-ity �), HINT proposed only the best candidates with� = 3. Among 120 possible bound sets of 3 at-tributes, there were 11 bound sets that minimized �.Among these, the domain expert chose the bound sethearnings,employed,childreni as the most favorable asit constituted a comprehensible intermediate conceptof applicants' current status. The decomposition pro-cess was continued similarly, resulting in intermediateconcepts social (social and health condition of theapplicant), present (suitability of applicant's presenthousing) and house (overall housing conditions). Fig-ure 2 shows the resulting concept structure. Apartfrom the two missing redundant attributes it is verysimilar to the structure actually used in the manage-ment decision support system. We consider this simi-larity of concept structures as a signi�cant indicator ofsuccess of our method.Next, the resulting datasets were examined. Theseare considerably less complex than the initial one:while the initial dataset contained 722 instances, themost complex resulting dataset (housing) has only 38instances while all other datasets include less than 20instances. In total, the resulting decomposed datasetsinclude only 108 instances. In addition, the decom-posed datasets use signi�cantly less attributes. It wasobserved that all the datasets were comprehensible andconsistent with the expert's expectations.To assess the bene�t of user's interaction, we usedHINT in unsupervised mode that automatically discov-ered the concept structure. Assessed by the expert, itwas found that some less intuitive intermediate con-



cepts had been developed. For example, the decom-position combined employed and advantage, which isdi�cult to interpret as a useful concept.The generalization quality of decomposition was as-sessed by 10-fold cross validation: the initial datasetwas split to 10 subsets, and 10 experiments were per-formed taking a single subset as a test set and theinstances in the remaining subsets as a training set.HINT used either the structure as developed in super-vised mode, or was run in the unsupervised mode onthe training sets. The classi�cation accuracies were97.8% and 94.7%, respectively. For comparison, weused C4.5 decision tree induction tool (Quinlan 1993)and obtained the accuracy of 88.9%. These resultsclearly indicate that for this dataset the decomposi-tion outperformed C4.5. It is further evident that thesupervised method resulted in a classi�er that was su-perior to that developed without user's interaction.Related workThe proposed decomposition method is based on thefunction decomposition approach to the design of dig-ital circuits (Curtis 1962). The approach was re-cently advanced by research groups of Perkowski,Luba, and Ross (Perkowski et al. 1995; Luba 1995;Ross et al. 1994). Given a Boolean function partiallyspeci�ed by a truth table, their methods aim to deriveswitching circuits of low complexity.Within machine learning, an approach that relies ona given concept structure but learns the correspondingfunctions from the training sets is known as structuredinduction (Michie 1995). Its advantages are compre-hensibility and high classi�cation accuracy.The method presented in this paper shares the moti-vation with structured induction, while the core of themethod is based on boolean function decomposition.In comparison with related work, the present paper isoriginal in the following aspects: new method for han-dling multi-valued attributes, supervised decomposi-tion, paying strong attention to discovery of meaning-ful concept hierarchies, and experimental evaluation ona data-mining problem.ConclusionA new data analysis method based on dataset decom-position is proposed. The method is restricted to clas-si�cation datasets that de�ne a single target conceptand develops its description in terms of a hierarchyof intermediate concepts and their de�nitions. In thisway, we obtain datasets that are less complex than theinitial dataset and are potentially easier to interpret.We have assessed the applicability of the approachin the analysis of non-trivial housing loans allocation
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